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 64 wrote:Do you have a pool or a jacuzzi? That's not funny. Honestly, I just don't understand people's fascination with jacuzzis.
Never have, never will. As long as the pool is heated, I'll be happy. You know, I did have one of those too, but my mom broke it

in half and I'm afraid that a) I'll ruin it by putting a hot tub in it and b) I'll break it if I use it. So no pool. I'd still be using it,
though. That and a bicycle make the best swim suit. Yeah, I'd say both pool and jacuzzi are pretty much on par as far as

jacuzziing is concerned. As far as swimming in a pool goes, a jacuzzi makes for a much nicer swimming experience. And if I
had a pool, I'd just use a jacuzzi, because I wouldn't be able to climb out and I'd likely burn up in it. jazzman1 wrote:I'd still be
using it, though. That and a bicycle make the best swim suit. I remember the bicycle swimsuit. That was basically a shirt over a

swim suit with a big, pretty, sash around the waist. It was summer of '88. I was swimming with the bicycle swim suit in my
imagination... I really should make my parents get me a jacuzzi instead. As for pools, I like swimming in the one in the backyard
better. That one has a little bridge and steps, as well as a ladder, and it's not very big so I never have to stand there freezing my

you know what off with a couple of towel-wielding terrors. I have a jacuzzi at work. I think I have to pump it, though. I'm pretty
sure the men's room's down the hall has a compressor. Okay, I have the barometer and the weather dial too. So we can check the
barometer when it's actually, you know, raining outside, but otherwise, I don't need it. Since it's been over a year since I've been

here, I've forgotten how time really works here. So, I'm not sure. But I was here for all of February and March. I think I was
home in May. So, it's June now 82157476af
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